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TELESCOPES • CAMERA MOUNTS • MICROSCOPES

An extraordinary innovation
in mount design.
...Now with a new payload!

The CEM60

This past year we introduced a new design concept -- the center-balanced
equatorial mount (or CEM) called the ZEQ25. Now, we're proud to introduce the CEM60! -- with an increased payload of 60 lbs! The CEM60 puts
the weight of the payload at the center of gravity allowing for greater natural stability. This makes the mount extremely light compared to its payload--a nice benefit when setting up at a remote site. Other features include
an adjustable counterweight bar to prevent obstruction with the tripod or
pier. And polar aligning is quick and accessible all the time since the polar
scope is not blocked by the declination shaft.

The CEM60 is equipped with the most advanced GOTONOVA® GOTO
technology, making it one of the most powerful and accurate GOTO
mounts available. Its database includes over 300,000 objects. The
Go2Nova® hand controller is intuitive to use and its large 8-line LCD
screen simplifies the process of setting telescopes and locating objects. The CEM60- a new category (and payload capacity) for
viewing and
astrophotography.
FEATURES

• A new design, center-balanced equatorial mount (CEM) for maximum
payload and minimum mount weight
• Ideal for astrophotography
• Patent pending non-contact magnetically loaded gear system
• Payload of 60 lbs (27.2 kg) with the mount-only weight of 27 lbs (12.3
kg)
• Gear switches on both R.A. and DEC axes for easy balancing when
disengaged
• Adjustable counterweight shaft for 0º latitude operation
• Screw/worm type latitude adjuster for precision adjustments
• Milling machine tooling vise type latitude bearing and locks system for
rock solid positioning
• User side azimuth fine adjusters for easy azimuth adjustment
• Precision stepper motor with 0.06 arcsec accuracy for precise GOTO
and accurate tracking
• iOptron AccuAligningTM calibrated polar scope with dark-field illumination and easy polar alignment procedure, allowing for fast and accurate polar alignment
• Polar alignment routine for those who can't see the Pole Star
• Go2Nova® 8407 controller with Advanced GOTONOVA® GOTO Technology with built in heater
• Permanent periodic error correction (PPEC) or Realtime periodic error
correction (RPEC)
• Integrated ST-4 autoguiding port
• Built-in 32-channel Global Positioning System (GPS)
• Built-in or customized cable management system
• Spring loaded Vixen/Losmandy dual saddle
• 150mm base size to match optional 2 inch heavy-duty stainless steel
tripod (8kg) or 42/48 inch pier
• Optional PowerWeightTM rechargeable battery pack

NEW!

#7200
CEM60

Model #
7200
7201
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Model
CEM60

TM

CEM60TM EC

with high-precision
encoders

Mount

Payload

Center
Balanced
Equatorial
Mount

Mount
Weight

60 lbs
(27.2 kg)

27 lbs
(12.3 kg)

60 lbs
(27.2 kg)

27 lbs
(12.3 kg)

Center
Balanced
Equatorial
Mount

Motor Speed
9-speed

(1x,2x,8x,16x,
64x,128x,256x,512x,
Max)

9-speed

(1x,2x,8x,16x,
64x,128x,256x,512x,
Max)

GPS
32
Channel
32
Channel

Hand
Controller

Auto
Guiding

PC
Computer
Control

Polar Scope

Integrated
ST-4 auto
300,000 object
database
guiding port

ASCOM
compatible

AccuAligningTM
polar scope with
dark-field
illumination

Integrated
ST-4 auto
guiding port

ASCOM
compatible

AccuAligningTM
polar scope with
dark-field
illumination

Go2Nova®

Go2Nova®

300,000 object
database

The ZEQ25
The new iOptron® “Z” design mount puts the weight of
the payload at the center of gravity allowing for greater
natural stability. Given its payload capacity, this means
the “Z” designed mount is unusually light—a nice benefit when setting up at a remote site. Other features
include an adjustable counterweight bar to prevent obstruction with the tripod. And polar aligning is quick
and accessible all the time since the polar scope is not
blocked by the declination shaft.

A Center-Balanced EQ.
Naturally stable and lightweight.

FEATURES
• A new design “balanced” equatorial mount for maximum payload and minimum mount weight
• Specialized astrophotography mount ideal for entry-level and
intermediate Astro-photographers
• Payload of 27 lbs (12.3 kg) with the mount-only weight of 10.4
lbs (4.7 kg)
• Spring loaded gear system with customer adjustable loading
force
• Gear switches on both R.A. and DEC axes for easy balancing when disengaged
• Adjustable counterweight shaft for 0º latitude operation
• Dual-axis servomotor with enhanced optical encoder for precise GOTO and accurate tracking
• iOptron AccuAligningTM calibrated polar scope with dark-field
illumination and easy polar alignment procedure, allowing for
fast and accurate polar alignment
• Polar alignment routine for those who can’t see the Pole Star
• Go2Nova® 8408 controller with Advanced GOTONOVA®
GOTO Technology
• Periodic error correction (PEC)
• Integrated ST-4 autoguiding port
• Built-in 32-channel Global Positioning System (GPS)
• Serial port for firmware upgrade and computer control
• Spring loaded Vixen-style saddle
• Standard 1.5 inch heavy-duty stainless steel tripod (5kg),
Optional 2 inch tripod version (#7102)
• Die-cast metal tripod spreader with accessory tray
• Optional PowerWeightTM rechargeable battery pack

Model #

Model

Mount

Payload

Mount
Weight

7100

ZEQ25TM with
Polar Scope

Z-Mount
Center
Balanced

27 lbs
(12.3 kg)

10.4 lbs
(4.7 kg)

7101

ZEQ25TM

Z-Mount
Center
Balanced

27 lbs
(12.3 kg)

10.4 lbs
(4.7 kg)

#7100
ZEQ25

with Polar Scope

Motor Speed
9-speed

(1x,2x,8x,16x,
64x,128x,256x,512
x,Max)

9-speed

(1x,2x,8x,16x,
64x,128x,256x,512
x,Max)

GPS
32
Channel
32
Channel

Hand
Controller

Auto
Guiding

Go2Nova®

Integrated

Go2Nova®

Integrated

59,000 object ST-4 auto
database
guiding port

59,000 object ST-4 auto
database
guiding port

PC
Computer
Control

Tripod

Polar
Scope

ASCOM
compatible

1.5 inch
Stainless
Steel

All Access
Polar Scope
included

ASCOM
compatible

1.5 inch
Stainless
Steel

Not included
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The SmartEQ

TM

Born out of the popular iOptron CubeTM and
iEQTM mounts, the SmartEQTM mount is the ultimate Grab N’ Go German equatorial GOTO
mount. It is ideal for visual observation and wide
field astrophotography. The compact design and
light weight make travelling with the mount easy.
Plus, it will fit almost anyone’s budget.

Pro

The Lite EQ Mount

The SmartEQTM is a fully computerized mount
with a database of 59,000 objects. It offers the
next generation GOTO technology from iOptron.
The Go2Nova® Hand Controller is intuitive with
a large LCD screen, with which you can easily
set up your telescope and select where you want
to navigate.

#3200

The SmartEQTM is universally compatible with
any tubes using a Vixen-style dovetail connection, making it useful for beginners as well as
hobbyists with multiple tubes.

FEATURES

• Specialized Grab N’ Go mount ideal for visual observer and wide
field astro-photographer
• Portable, compact, and sturdy German equatorial mount that is
easy to travel with
• Payload: 11 lb (5 kg) (excluding counterweight)
• Mount weight: 6.2 lb (2.8 kg)
• Dual-axis servomotor with optical encoder
• Drive motor with 9-speed setting for precise tracking
• Resolution: 0.5 arc second
• Go2Nova® 8408 controller with Advanced GOTONOVA® GoTo
Technology
• Over 59,000 celestial objects for easy surfing
• Low power consumption (8 AA batteries for 16 hours consecutive
tracking)
• Vixen-type dovetail saddle
• Standard 1.25 inch heavy-duty stainless steel tripod
• Metal Gear (not included with #3100)
• Guiding Port (not included with #3100)
• Polar Scope (not included with #3100)

Model #

Model

Payload

Mount
Weight

3200

SmartEQTM
Pro

11 lbs
(5 kg)

6.2 lbs.
(2.8 kgs)

1.25 inch
0.5 arc second
stainless steel

1kg

Precision DC
Servo with 9speed setting

59,000 object
database

3100

SmartEQTM

11 lbs
(5 kg)

6.2 lbs.
(2.8 kgs)

1.25 inch
0.5 arc second
stainless steel

1-kg

Precision DC
Servo with 9speed setting

59,000 object
database
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Tripod

Resolutioin Counterweights

Motor Drive

Hand
Controller

Power Requirement

Polar
Scope

Guiding Port

Go2Nova®

Illuminated
12V DC
TM
(11-15V), 1.25 AccuAligning
polar scope
Amp

ST-4
compatible
port
Included

Go2Nova®

12V DC
Not included
(11-15V), 1.25 Available separately #3130
Amp

NA

Premium GoTo German Equatorial Mounts
The iEQ45

TM

Pro

The new iEQ45TM Pro GOTO German
equatorial mount is the next generation of
our premium iEQ astro-imaging mounts
from iOptron. We've made a few changes
on the iEQ45 including stepper motor and
higher gear ratio for increased performance! The iEQ45TM Pro mount still offers
the next generation GoTo technology from
iOptron —not to mention built-in 32-bit
GPS. With a payload of 45 lbs. it comes
standard with a calibrated dark field illumination polar scope and a sturdy 2-inch
stainless steel tripod. It also fits both Vixen
and Losmandy-type mounting plates. Its
lighter weight (only 25 lbs.) makes it much
easier to carry.

NEW!

iEQ45 Pro-AZ
#8000E-AZ

The iEQ45 Pro-AZ
German equatorial-altazimuth GOTO mount is the
latest development of iOptron’s premium equatorial
mount, the iEQ45. It offers
superb astro-imaging capability and portable visual astronomy. With the ability to
change from altazimuth
mode to equatorial mode
you have a product with
high performance in both
positions.

FEATURES

• Specialized astrophotography mount ideal for entry-level and
intermediate astrophotographers
• Payload: 45 lbs
• Mount weight: 25 lbs
• Portable, compact, and sturdy German equatorial mount with
the highest Payload/Mount ratio (1.7) in the category
• ST-4 autoguiding port capable of reverse guiding with autoprotection
• Permanent periodic error correction (PEC)
• Ultra-accurate tracking with temperature compensated crystal
oscillator (TCXO)
• Gap-free structure for both R.A. and declination worms
• Built-in 32-channel GPS
• Hand controller with Advanced GOTONOVA® GoTo
Technology and heating mechanism
• Lowest working temperature: -20oC
• RS232 port for mount firmware upgrade and ASCOM control
• Resolution: 0.09 arc second
• Spring loaded dual size dovetail saddle for both Vixen and
Losmandy-type mounting plates
• 2 inch heavy-duty stainless steel tripod legs (16.5 lbs)
• Die cast metal tripod spreader with accessory tray
• Optional 42-inch (#8033) or 48-inch (#8030) pier available.
• AccuAligningTM polar scope with dark-field illumination and
Quick Polar Alignment procedure, allowing for fast and
accurate polar alignment
• Comes standard with: 2 x 5kg counterweight, AC adaptor,
12V DC car plug adaptor, RS232-RJ9 cable and RS232 cable

Model

Payload

Mount
Weight

iEQ45TM Pro

45 lbs
(20 kgs)

25 lbs.
(11.4 kgs)

iEQ45TM Pro
8000E-AZ
-AZ

--45 lbs
(20 kgs)

25 lbs.
(11.4 kgs)

Model #

8000E

Payload/
Mount Wt.

1.75

1.75

Latitude/
Azimuth
Adjustment
Range

Use your iPhone or
iPad to operate our
mounts! With software
like SkySafariTM —it’s
easy to connect and
see the universe.

#8000E
Shown here
Ascension/

Ascension Declination Declination
Axis
Worm
Worm

L. 5-70
Az. ±6°

256 Teeth
(Gap-free)
Ø17mm

228 Teeth
(Gap-free)
Ø17mm

A. Ø50mm
D. Ø40mm

L. 5-70
Az. ±6°

256 Teeth
(Gap-free)
Ø17mm

228 Teeth
(Gap-free)
Ø17mm

A. Ø50mm
D. Ø40mm

Hand
Power ReCounterMotor Drive Resolution
Controller quirement
weights

2 x 5kg

1.8° stepper
motor,
128 micro
steps

0.09 Arc
Seconds

8407
Go2Nova®

2 x 5kg

1.8° stepper
motor,
128 micro
steps

0.09 Arc
Seconds

8407
Go2Nova®

12V DC

(11-15V),
2Amp

12V DC

(11-15V),
2Amp

Polar
Scope

GPS

AccuAligningTM polar
scope with Internal 32dark-field channel GPS
illumination

More...
Optional
Hard Case,
Ext. bar,
or Pier

AccuAlignIncludes
ingTM polar
scope with Internal 32- Azimuth base
for AZ
dark-field channel GPS
conversion
illumination
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SkyTrackerTM & SkyGuiderTM

Take beautiful long exposures of the night sky without streaking or star trailing.

Both the SkyTrackerTM and SkyGuiderTM
mounts are simple to set up. Just attach
the unit to a tripod. Mount your digital
camera or lightweight scope onto the
mount with a ball head. Align the mount
to the Pole Star using the included
AccuAligningTM dark field illuminated
polar scope and a smart phone App.
Then turn on the motor and it will keep
your camera tracking at the same speed
the earth rotates! The unique DC servo
motor keeps your camera in motion to
avoid star trails and allows you to take
long exposures for beautiful images of
the night sky-- just like a professional!
The SkyGuiderTM also includes a built-in
autoguiding port for higher
performance tracking!

#3305 Ball head available
separately. Camera not
included.

SkyTracker Features:

• Attaches to camera tripod with 3/8 attachment
• Accepts cameras weighing up to 7.7 lb
• Auto-tracking for smooth camera motion
-- perfect for long-term exposures
• Built-in altitude & azimuth adjustment
• Built-in compass
• AccuAligningTM dark-field illuminated polar scope
• Up to 24 hours of operation on 4AA batteries
• Solid die-cast aluminum body
• Padded carry bag included
• Optional ball head available separately (#3305)
• Optional carry bag available separately (#3404)
• Available as package (#3400): mount, tripod and
ball head

Model #
#3302
White
or Black

#3500
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Model

SkyTrackerTM

SkyGuiderTM

NEW!

Our new line of portable camera mounts
make it simple to take long exposures
of the night sky without streaking or star
trailing.

SkyTracker
#3302W

Photo Credi

t: Stefano Pa

SkyGuider
#3500

SkyGuider Features:

• Accepts cameras weighing up to 11 lbs (5 kg)
• Capable for dual mount application up to 11lbs
(5kg) + 7.7lbs (3.5kg), balanced
• Auto-tracking for smooth camera motion
-- perfect for long-term exposures
• Four pre-set tracking speeds with
northern/southern hemisphere selection
• AccuAligningTM dark-field illuminated polar
scope
• Built-in ST-4 compatible guide port
• Stainless steel field tripod
• Padded carry bags included
• Optional ball head available separately (#3305)

lmieri

Payload

Weight

Wheel/
Worm Gear

Drive

Tracking/
Speed

Lat. adj.
range

Polar
Scope

Power
Requirement

Guide
Port

Other
Features

7.7 lbs

1.1 kg
w/o
battery

80mm, 156
teeth Aluminum
Alloy/ 11 mm,
brass

DC servo
motor

Celestial,
1/2 Cel,
N/S

0 ~ 70
degree

AccuAligningTM polar
scope with
dark-field
illumination

DC 6V, 0.05A
at Max. load.
4 AA batteries
(6V)
External:
DC 9 ~ 12V

--

Optional
tripod & ball
heads

11 lbs
(5 kg)

2.6 kg
w/o
battery

88mm, 144
teeth Aluminum
Alloy/ 11 mm,
brass

DC servo
motor

Solar, Lunar,
Celestial, 1/2
Celestial, N/S

0 ~ 60
degree

AccuAligningTM polar
scope with
dark-field
illumination

DC 12V,
Buitlt in Field Tripod
0.05A at
included
ST-4
Max. load.
compatible Optional
External:
guide port ball heads
DC 11 ~ 14V

The Solar 60

TM

Computerized Telescope
with solar filter & electronic eyepiece

New from iOptron -- The Solar 60TM
computerized telescope system! Now
your family or classroom can see sun
spots right on a computer screen. The
computerized telescope locates and
auto-tracks to keep the sun (or moon,
planets, and other celestial objects) in
view. With heavy solar activity predicted for 2012 -- this is the ideal system to capture video or still photos of
the sun spots and their movements.
Set it up at home or school and everyone can see the daily changes in the
sun spots. The Solar 60TM comes
complete with the iE1300 electronic
eyepiece and a threaded solar filter to
switch to nightime viewing. Also included is a matching orange back
pack for easy storage and travel.

Features
• 60mm Refractor/ f6.0
• Threaded Solar Filter allows for day and night viewing
• Electronic Eyepiece w/ USB cable
• Highly portable–total weight <10 lbs
• SmartStar® GoTo technology
• 4-line LCD screen hand controller
• 5,000+ object database
• Traditional eyepiece included
• Aluminum tripod
• Matching back pack

ots daily
Track sun sp
r the
from home o
right on
classroom —
mputer
your own co
screen!

Model #
8506

Model
Solar 60

Aperture

TM

60mm

Actual photos taken with
the Solar 60TM

Focal
Length/
Ratio

Motor

Dual-Axis DC
360mm/F6 Servomotor,
DC 12V

Motor Speed
5-gear
Electric

(2x,16x,64x, 256x,
MAX

Hand
Controller

Solar Filter

Tripod

Battery

Electronic
Eyepiece

Additional
Accessories

5,000+ Objects
Max Resolution:
Matching
High durability, Wide format
4-line, 21 charAA x 8
1280×1024,
back pack
multi-coating,
aluminum
acter screen
full spectrum
for ideal (not included) Windows OS, 90° diagonal,
with red backUSB cable 25mm eyepiece
glass solar filter
stability
lighting
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The MiniTowerTM II
The MiniTowerTM II
...the next generation MiniTowerTM

Born out of the popular iOptron CubeTM, the MiniTowerTM is
the ultimate observing solution for people who are searching for a well-performing, yet portable GOTO telescope
mount to counter light pollution in their backyards and for
travel convenience. Now the next generation has enhanced encoders for tracking, plus an increased payload
of 30 lbs. Also included is a rock solid 1.5” alloy/stainless
steel tripod, metal worm and gear and two dovetail adaptors. Welcome to the next generation of performance.
The CubeProTM Shown
here with our 90mm Refractor is ideal for highperformance on the go!
Small enough to take
anywhere, yet with supberb performance. Use it
for Solar eclipse triops or
back
packing.

#8300-2G MiniTowerTM II

#8200 CubeProTM
#8205 CubeProTM-90

#6102 VersaTM 108mm APO ED
Model #

Model

Mount

OTA

Connection

Motor
Dual-Axis DC

MiniTowerTM Dual AltAz
Dovetail Servomotor,
8300-2G
Mount
II
DC 12V

Dual-Axis DC

8100

MiniTower Dual AltAz
Dovetail Servomotor,
Mount
ProTM
DC 12V

8200

CubePro
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TM

AltAz
Mount

Slew Speed
9-speed

(1x,2x,8x,16x,
64x,128x,256x,
512x, Max)

9-speed

(1x,2x,8x,16x,
64x,128x,256x,
512x, Max)

9-speed
Dual-Axis DC
(1x,2x,8x,16x,
Dovetail Servomotor,
64x,128x,256x,
DC 12V
512x, Max)

GPS
32
Channel
32
Channel
32
Channel

Database Payload
8-line
screen with
130,000
Object
Databas
8-line
screen with
130,000
Object
Database
8-line
screen with
130,000
Object
Databas

PC

USB
Protocol Computer
Port
Control

Tripod

Battery

Counterweight

30 lbs.
and 10
lbs.

Yes

ASCOM

Yes

1.5 inch
AA x 8
Stainless
not
Steel
included

10 lbs

33 lbs.
and 10
lbs.

Yes

ASCOM

Yes

AA x 8
2 inch
not
Stainless
included
Steel

10 lbs

8 lbs.

Yes

ASCOM

Yes

AA x 8
1 inch
not
Stainless
included
Steel

3 lbs

PERFORMANCE AND PORTABILITY
FEATURES

• Payload: 33 lbs. and 10 lbs.
• Dual Scope setup with two dovetails
• 2 inch heavy-duty stainless steel tripod legs
• Tripod height with mount: 66 inches
• Built-in 32-channel GPS
• 8401 Controller w/ USB port & 130,000 objects
in database
• High accuracy encoder
• Typical GOTO accuracy: 1 Arc Minute
• Resolution: 0.1 Arc Second
• High precision bearings
• Metal worm/gears
• Automatic over-current protection
• Automatic clutch protection for both axes
• High accuracy level indicator
• 3-Point easy level adjustment
• Manual push-to for both axes
• Comes standard with: counterweight, AC adaptor,
12V DC car plug adaptor, USB cable, & hard case

The MiniTower ProTM
The MiniTower ProTM has all the same, great
technologies and features as the MiniTowerTM —
just beefed up! So, you can still mount two
scopes on — but now with more payload. You
can still track objects — only now the encoder
resolution is six times finer. The MiniTower
ProTM also includes a two-inch stainlesssteel tripod that at 55 inches to the base of
the tripod platform makes for easier viewing with large scopes.

#8128 PowerweightTM
counterweight battery

#6101 MAK 150mm
#8100 MiniTower ProTM

Model #
6101

6102

Model
MAK 150

Versa

TM

108

Aperture
150mm

108mm

Focal
Length
1800mm

648mm

Ratio

Lens Type

Dew Shield

F12

Catadioptric
Rumak style
MaksutovCassegrain

Twist-lock
aluminum
shield

F6

2 elements
Air-spaced
ED S-FPL51+SNBM51 glass

--

Focuser

Tube
Length

21 3/4” (without dew shield)
Dual Focuser
27 1/8” (with
dew shield)

2 ", 360°
Rotatable 1:11
Crayford dual
speed focuser

535 mm
Fully
Extended

Tube
Weight
13.4 lbs.

10 lbs.

Accessories
Included
Finderscope,
T-ring adapter,
and 2” to 11/4” visual
adaptor

Hard Case

--

114 T-ring &
1.25" Adapter 30” x 9” x 9”
brass compressing ring
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SmartStar®

AFFORDABLE TECHNOLOGY
The iOptron SmartStar®-R80 GPS is an 80mm refractor telescope equipped with the award-winning
CubeTM telescope mount. It's known for its quick
setup process and easy-to-learn features such as
automatic star pointing and tracking. A 32-channel
internal GPS module also allows for automatic
location synchronization.

Features:

• 80mm refractor optical tube assembly
• 400mm focal length
• 10mm and 25mm eyepieces
• 1.25" 45-degree diagonal
• Award-winning CubeTM altazimuth telescope mount
• 32-channel internal GPS
• Aluminum tripod with adjustable height control
• 8405 GoToNOVA® hand controller with 5,000 objects
• Available in Astro Blue and Pulsar Pink

NE W

!

Available in Astro Blue
and Pulsar Pink

With the optional iE1300 and iE5100
electronic eyepieces you can view
images directly on your computer!
Caputer video or still shots via your
USB port. SKU#8429 and #5250

Our SmartStar® G MC90 GPS telescope system
is the ideal choice for deep space viewing in a
small package. The 90mm-diameter MaksutovCassegrain dramatically reduces chromatic
aberration. Plus, both axis motors are built into a
small single unit which is universally compatible
with all telescopes using a dove-tail connection.
Computerized with GPS -- the SmartStar® GMC90 scope offers a unique combination of
power and transportability.
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#8504 SmartStar® E-MC90 (without GPS)
#8804 SmartStar® G-MC90 GPS

Seeing stars? You will with the iOptron SmartStar®
N114 GPS Computerized Telescope. This 114mm
Newtonian telescope is equipped with the awardwinning CubeTM telescope mount (rated 4 stars by
the prestigious Sky and Telescope Magazine), allowing for a full range of star-gazing. Setup is
quick and simple. A 32 channel internal GPS module and easy-to-learn features make this telescope perfect for novice and experienced
astronomers alike.

Features:

• 114 mm Newtonian reflector optical tube assembly
• 1000 mm focal length
• 32 channel internal GPS for automatic location
synchronization
• Two eyepieces (10mm and 25mm) come standard to
allow for flexibility in viewing either a wider field or
a single focused object.
• Red dot viewfinder
• Largest LCD screen on the market with 4 lines of
content.
• Patented altazimuth CubeTM telescope mount
allows the user to point the telescope anywhere
above the horizon, without any “dead spots”
• 4 star rating by Sky and Telescope Magazine
• Aluminum tripod with adjustable height control
• 8405 GoToNOVA® hand controller
with 5,000 objects

Lens
Type

Focal Lenth/
Ratio

Dovetail

80mm
Refractor

400/ F5

AltAzimuth

Dovetail

80mm
Refractor

SmartStar®
N114

AltAzimuth

Dovetail

9803

SmartStar®
N114 GPS

AltAzimuth

8504

SmartStar®
MC90

AltAzimuth

8804

SmartStar®
MC90 GPS

Model #

OTA

Model

Mount

Connection

9501 Pink
9502 Blue

SmartStar®
R80

AltAzimuth

9801 Pink
9802 Blue

SmartStar®
R80 GPS

9503

AltAzimuth

Motor

Motor
Speed

GPS

Database

Tripod

Battery

5-gear
Dual-Axis DC
Servomotor with Electric
(2x,16x,64x,
encoders
256x, MAX)

--

5000+
Objects

Aluminum

AA x 8
not
included

400/ F5

5-gear
Dual-Axis DC
Servomotor with Electric
(2x,16x,64x,
encoders
256x, MAX)

32-Channel
Standard

5000+
Objects

Aluminum

AA x 8
not
included

114mm
Newtonian

1000/ F8.8

5-gear
Dual-Axis DC
Servomotor with Electric
(2x,16x,64x,
encoders
256x, MAX)

--

5000+
Objects

Aluminum

AA x 8
not
included

Dovetail

114mm
Newtonian

1000/ F8.8

5-gear
Dual-Axis DC
Servomotor with Electric
(2x,16x,64x,
encoders
256x, MAX)

32-Channel
Standard

5000+
Objects

Aluminum

AA x 8
not
included

Dovetail

90mm
MaksutovCassegrain

1200/ F13.3

5-gear
Dual-Axis DC
Servomotor with Electric
(2x,16x,64x,
encoders
256x, MAX)

--

5000+
Objects

Dovetail

90mm
MaksutovCassegrain

1200/ F13.3

5-gear
Dual-Axis DC
Servomotor with Electric
(2x,16x,64x,
encoders
256x, MAX)

32-Channel
Standard

AA x 8
(not included)
1-inch
Stainless Steel AC Adaptor
included

AA x 8
50,000
(not included)
1-inch
Objects
AC Adaptor &
(Includes Stainless Steel USB cable
USB Port)
included
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The iOptron iExplorerTM Refractor Telescope is a serious

astronomical telescope at an affordable price. With a 70 mm
diameter fully coated glass lens, a long focal length, and smooth
motion control—this telescope produces clear, sharp images of
the Moon, planets and bright stars. Additionally, this telescope is
well suited for observing land objects such as birds, animals, and
landmarks. Included in the package is a short, user-friendly instruction manual to help you assemble and set up the telescope
in less than 10 minutes—this is the ideal beginners’ telescope.

iExplorerTM
SKU# 6003

Features:

• Well suited for observing land objects such as birds, animals,
and landmarks
• Ideal beginner's telescope
• 10-minute easy setup
• Diagonal and eyepieces for producing erect images – ideal
for both terrestrial and astronomical use
• 70 mm aperture and long focal length allow for detailed observing of the Moon, planets and bright stars
• Fully coated glass optics for clear, sharp images
• Superb craftsmanship
• Colors: Red or Blue

HIGH-PERFORMANCE FAMILY FUN

SKU# 9200

Fun for the home or classroom!

With the LiveStar™ Mini Planetarium
from iOptron you and your family can
experience the excitement of going to a
planetarium right inside your own home!
The LiveStar™ Mini Planetarium projects the night sky right onto the ceiling
and walls allowing you to explore the
stars indoors. You’ll be able to see the
stars and constellations – even see the
Milky Way. Plus, the planetarium rotates
to mimic the motion of the night sky!
Simple to set up and use – it provides a
fun way to learn about astronomy.

Model #

Model

Mount

Models #6001 and #6002
Optics
Design

Aperture

Focal
Length

Ratio

Eyepieces

Magnifi- Finder- Optics
Diagonal
cation
scope Coating

Barlow

6001 Red
6002 Blue

900X70
Refractor
Telescope

German
Refractor
equatorial

70mm

900mm

F12.8

12.5 mm &
25 mm

72X

5x24

Fully
coated

1.25” 45°
erect

3x

6003 Blue

700X70
Refractor
Telescope

AltAzimuth Refractor

70mm

700mm

F10.0

4mm, 12.5
mm & 25
mm

175X

5x24

Fully
coated

1.25” 90°

3x

6004 Blue

600X50
Refractor
Telescope

AltAzimuth Refractor

50mm

600mm

F12.0

4mm, 12.5
mm & 25
mm

--

5x24

Fully
coated

1.25” 90°

3x
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Astroboy®-70e

NOW EVERYONE CAN DO ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY!
The Astroboy® Series computerized telescopes make it fun to
watch the stars. Simply select a star or planet and the built-in computer moves the telescope for you! The #9400 series Astroboy®
comes with a 60mm refractor and a tabletop base for use almost anywhere. The #9102 Astroboy®-70e includes a 70mm refractor telescope plus an electronic eyepiece that allows even a beginner to
record images directly to a computer. Now everyone can do astrophotography! With the Astroboy® you can view land objects, birds,
or animals. Just click and see the universe!

Features:

Astroboy with Tabletop base.
#9400 Series. Available in four colors:
Astro Blue, Terra Green,
Cosmic Orange, Pulsar Pink

•
•
•
•
•

70mm Refractor with fully coated optics
Computerized telescope mount with auto-pointing and auto-tracking
Electronic eyepiece with USB computer connection
Allows for plug & play computer connection
Observe stars and land objects right on your own
computer screen
• Capture video and pictures and store files in computer
• Equally suited for star-gazing as well as land object
observing and recording
• Affordable technology

Computer not included.

Model #
9102 Blue
9401 Pink
9402 Blue
9403 Green
9404 Orange

Model

Mount

Optics
Focal
Aperture
Design
Length

Astroboy -70e AltAzimuth Refractor
®

Astroboy®

AltAzimuth Refractor

70mm

60mm

Motor

Motor
Speed

5-gear
Dual-Axis DC
Electric
500mm Servomotor with (2x,16x,64x,
encoders
256x, MAX)
5-gear
Dual-Axis DC
Electric
360mm Servomotor with (2x,16x,64x,
encoders
256x, MAX)

Database Batteries

Tripod
or Base

Electronic
Eyepiece
Maximum

Other
Features

1-inch
Resolution:
Take video or
aluminum 1280 ×1024, still shots
tripod Windows OS,

4000+
Objects

AA x 6
not
included

4000+
Objects

AA x 6 Table stand
Available
not
(Tripod also
Separately
included
available)

USB cable

Storage
case
included
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Digital Microscopes

FINE OPTICS WITH
PLUG-IN COMPUTER CONNECTIVITY

This high-tech microscope is capable of both digital
viewing through a large 3.5” LCD screen and via
traditional eyepieces for additional magnification.
The camera imbedded in the digital eyepiece can
shoot both pictures and videos. By simply connecting the microscope to your computer you can
easily browse and organize pictures and videos.
The ST-640 LCD Microscope makes studying
plant and insect samples easy and fun for the whole
family.
Features:

#6820 ST-640 LCD Microscope

• LCD Module with 3.5” LCD Screen, photo and video
capturing capabilities, 8x zoom
• All glass lenses, fully coated
• 10x, 16x Wide Field Eyepiece
• 4x, 10x, 40x Objectives
• 3200x maximum magnification (with LCD screen)
• 2 LED illumination light sources for brighter, longer and
energy-saving usage.
• Durable metal body
• 5 prepared sample slides
• Includes an easy-travel hard case

The ST-80 Digtial Microscope is both versatile and
easy to use with the ability to magnify objects 4x to
1024x. In addition, it comes with an electronic eyepiece
to allow you to directly view and capture images or
videos onto your computer. The ST-80 Microscope
makes studying plant and insect samples easy and fun
for the whole family.
Features:
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#6810 ST-80 Digital Microscope

• 360 degree rotating monocular head
• 1024x maximum magnification
• All glass lenses, fully coated
• 10x, 16x Wide Field Eyepiece
• 4x, 10x, 40x Objectives
• Barlow lens adding up to 2x magnification
• LED illumination light source for brighter, longer and
energy-saving usage.
• Durable metal body
• 5 prepared sample slides
• Electronic eyepiece and software for direct-to-computer
viewing and recording
• Includes an easy-travel hard case

The iOptron® Electronic Antique Microscope
is made according to designs of 19th century
instrument models, but with the latest optical
and digital photography technology. You can
observe and study plant and insect slices
under either transmission light or reflecting
light with variable magnification objectives.
You can also observe specimens on your computer and save micro images directly to your
computer using the digital eyepiece. The
straightforward design is ideal for the beginner
student. Yet its classic look also makes it a
beautiful and decorative piece to have around
the home or office.
Features:

• 19th century design style—21st century optics &
technology
• All glass lenses, fully coated
• 100x maximum magnification
• Durable metal body
• Electronic eyepiece and software for on-computer
viewing and recording

Electronic Antique Microscope
#6850

The iOptron Handheld Digital Microscope is
a simple to use microscope perfect for school,
home, or office. It comes with a built-in 2MP
camera, 8-LED illuminator, with magnification
powers from 10x to 200x.Plug into your MAC or
PC and view images right on your computer
screen!

#6750 2MP
#6730 300K

Model #

Model

Eyepieces

Lenses

Maximum
Magnification

Electronic
Eyepiece

Other
Accessories

10x, 16x
Wide Field

4x, 10x, 40x

All Glass
Fully Coated

LED
Illumination
Light

6810

ST-80
Electronic
Microscope

Objective
Lenses

1024x

Included

Included

2x Barlow
Lens

4x, 10x, 40x

All Glass
Fully Coated

3200x

6820

ST-640
LCD
Microscope

10x, 16x
Wide Field

Includes 2

--

LCD Module with
3.5” LCD Screen,
photo and video
capturing capabilities, 8x zoom
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